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Abstract

In the sport of cricket, player batting ability is traditionally measured using the batting average. However, the batting average fails to measure both short-term changes in ability that occur during an innings, and long-term changes that occur between innings, due to the likes of age and experience. We derive and fit a Bayesian parametric model that employs a Gaussian process to measure and predict how the batting abilities of cricket players vary and fluctuate over the course of entire playing careers. The results allow us to better quantify and predict player batting ability, compared with both traditional cricket statistics, such as the batting average, and more complex models, such as the official International Cricket Council ratings.
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1 Introduction

A sportsperson’s career is typically full of highs and lows, even for those who are among the world’s best at their chosen discipline. As such, for many sports, the question ‘who is the best player in the world right now?’ can be subjective and difficult to answer. Often, there is no single, correct answer to such a question, with a wide range of opinions holding some legitimacy, even in a statistically oriented sport like cricket. Due to the nature of the sport, the majority of professional cricket players routinely experience highs and lows in terms of performance. Consequently, it can be difficult to quantify the differences in ability between a great player currently experiencing a run of poor performances, and an average player, currently experiencing a run of strong performances. However, as the sheer volume of data recorded during each match continues to grow, we are slowly able to turn to statistical tools to help us reach data-driven answers to such questions.

With the modern growth in sports analytics, using numeric data to gain an advantage is not a new concept (Santos-Fernandez et al., 2019). The mainstream popularisation and usage of advanced statistics in modern day sports began with ‘sabermetrics’ in baseball (Lewis, 2003), and has since had a catalytic influence in the spread of sports analytics globally. Furthermore, the popularity of data analysis in many sports has overflown from behind the closed doors of coaches’ strategy sessions, to public broadcasts and live coverage of matches. In some sports, advanced statistical
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measures initially purposed for use by analysts, coaches and players, have become the gold standard for comparing players amongst even more casual fans (e.g. wins above replacement (WAR) in baseball, value over replacement player (VORP) and true shooting percentage (TS%) in basketball). While the derivation of some of these measures is far from straightforward, fans both with and without formal statistical training are able to digest and interpret the implications these metrics have in regards to their favourite teams and players.

Cricket is no exception; as a sport with a strong statistical culture, steeped in a number of record-keeping traditions (the first known recorded scorecards date as far back as 1776), it has been the subject of numerous academic studies. However, past research has tended to focus on issues such as achieving a fair result in an interrupted match (Carter and Guthrie, 2004; Duckworth and Lewis, 1998; Ian and Thomas, 2002; Jayadevan, 2002; Stern, 2016), match outcome prediction (Bailey and Clarke, 2006; Brooker and Hogan, 2011; Brooks et al., 2002; Davis et al., 2015; Swartz et al., 2009), and optimising playing strategies (Clarke et al., 1998; Clarke and Norman, 1999, 2003; Norman and Clarke, 2010; Preston and Thomas, 2000; Scarf et al., 2011; Swartz et al., 2006), with less attention paid to developing statistical methods that aim to measure and predict future individual and team performances.

Therefore, given the relative infancy of cricket analytics in the public domain, few advanced metrics for measuring and predicting player performance have been developed. Moreover, many measures that have been developed tend to suffer from either a lack of a natural cricketing interpretation, or are simply a collection of summary statistics, which while somewhat useful, lack the ability to explain deeper aspects of the game. Additionally, there has been a recent shift in terms of both funding and mainstream viewership to shorter form ‘Twenty20’ cricket. As a result, few of these more recently derived metrics have been, or can be, applied to longer form domestic ‘first class’ and international ‘Test’ cricket.

In this paper, we propose a model for estimating how the batting abilities of individual cricket players vary and fluctuate over the course of entire playing careers, including both individual and match-specific effects. Our methods account for the fact that actual sequences of scores tend to be very noisy, and provide justified uncertainties on the outputs. Given the recent attention on shorter form cricket and the number of situational complications it brings (Davis et al., 2015), our focus is on first class and Test match cricket, where batting decisions depend less on the match situation. For as long as statistical records have existed in cricket, the primary measure of an individual’s batting ability has been the batting average. The batting average is simply an individual’s number of runs scored per dismissal and is an indication of the player’s underlying batting ability; generally speaking, the higher the batting average, the better the player is at batting.

However, since it is a single point estimate, the batting average can be interpreted as implicitly assuming that a batsman plays with some constant ability at all times and fails to inform us about variations in a player’s batting ability on two scales: (1) short-term changes in ability, during or within an innings, due to factors such as adapting to the local pitch and weather conditions (a process commonly referred to as ‘getting your eye in’ within the cricketing community) and (2) longer-term changes in ability that are observed between innings, over the course of entire playing careers, due to the likes of age, experience in different match conditions and general improvements or deteriorations in technique.
1.1 Modelling short-term changes in batting ability

The earliest published statistical study on cricket looked to address the idea of ‘getting your eye in’ and provided empirical evidence to support the claim that a batsman’s scores could be modelled using a geometric distribution, suggesting players do bat with some relatively constant ability during an innings, as implied by the batting average (Elderton and Wood, 1945). However, it has since been shown that the geometric assumptions do not hold for many players, due to the inflated number of scores of zero (‘ducks’) that are present in many players’ career records (Kimber and Hansford, 1993; Bracewell and Ruggiero, 2009).

Instead of modelling batting scores directly, Kimber and Hansford (1993) used a nonparametric hazard function to measure how dismissal probabilities change with a batsman’s score. Estimating a batsman’s hazard function, \( H(x) \), which represents the probability of being dismissed on score \( x \), allows us to observe how a player’s ability varies during an innings as they score more runs. The authors found that batsmen were more likely to get out on low scores, early in their innings, than on higher scores, suggesting that batsmen do not bat with some constant ability during an innings, supporting the concept of ‘getting your eye in’. However, due to the sparsity of data at higher scores for many players, these estimates can quickly become unreliable, with estimated dismissal probabilities jumping haphazardly between scores. Cai et al. (2002) addressed this issue by using a parametric smoother on the empirical dismissal probabilities, although given the underlying hazard function used to measure the probabilities is still a nonparametric estimator, the problem of data sparsity remains an issue and continues to distort the estimated hazard function at higher scores.

Motivated by the concept of ‘getting your eye in’, Brewer (2008) and Stevenson and Brewer (2017) proposed an alternative means of measuring how player batting ability varies during an innings. Unlike previous studies, a Bayesian parametric model was used to model the hazard function, allowing for a smooth transition in estimated dismissal probabilities between scores, which in the context of batting in cricket, are more realistic than the erratic jumps observed in Kimber and Hansford (1993) and to a lesser extent Cai et al. (2002).

In order to quantify batting ability during an innings, Brewer (2008) and Stevenson and Brewer (2017) introduced the concept of the effective batting average, \( \mu(x) \), which represents a batsman’s ability on score \( x \), in the same units as a batting average. Given the prevalence of the batting average in cricket, it is far more intuitive for players and coaches to think of ability in terms of batting averages, rather than dismissal probabilities. In order to model how a player’s effective average changes with the number of runs scored, three parameters were fitted to measure: (1) a player’s initial batting ability when first beginning an innings, (2) a player’s equilibrium batting ability once they have their ‘eye in’ and are used to the specific match conditions, and (3) a timescale parameter, measuring how long it takes a batsman to transition from their initial batting state, to their equilibrium batting state. By observing the posterior distributions for these parameters, we are able to quantify how well a batsman is batting at any given stage of an innings and answer questions about individual players, such as: how well players perform when they first beginning a new innings, how much better players perform once they have their ‘eye in’, and how long it takes them to ‘get their eye in’. For the vast majority of past and present Test players analysed, Stevenson and Brewer (2017) found overwhelming evidence to suggest that players are more likely to get out early in their innings and improve as they score runs, further supporting the notion of ‘getting your eye in’. The Stevenson and Brewer (2017) model provides the starting point for the present study.

In a related analysis, Stevenson (2017) applied a similar model that allowed for score-based deviations in batting ability at any score, not just at the beginning of an innings when a batsman is ‘getting their eye in’. The aim of this study was to determine whether there is any evidence to
suggest that batsmen appear to be more likely to get out on certain scores – as suggested by the
cricketing superstition ‘the nervous 90s’ – whereby players are proposed to bat with an inferior
ability due to nerves that may arise when nearing the significant milestone score of 100. Although
there is plenty of anecdotal evidence to suggest that players can get nervous in the 90s, Stevenson
(2017) found no conclusive evidence to suggest batting ability is affected by these nerves. Instead,
some evidence was found to suggest that players are more likely to get out immediately after passing
significant milestones such as 50 and 100, suggesting that perhaps the ‘fallible 50s’ and ‘hazardous
100s’ would be more justified clichés.

1.2 Modelling long-term changes in batting ability

While there is plenty of evidence to suggest that players do not bat with some constant ability
during an innings, it is also unlikely that a player bats with constant ability throughout an entire
playing career. Instead, variations in a player’s underlying ability are likely to occur between innings,
due to factors such as how well a player has been performing recently, commonly referred to as ‘form’
in cricket and other sports. It is worth noting that due to the nature of the sport and the process of
‘getting your eye in’, even the best batsmen are more likely to fail than succeed on any given day, so
the probability distribution over scores is relatively heavy-tailed. Consequently, it is not uncommon
to see players string together a number of low scores in a row, even if their underlying ability has
not changed.

Furthermore, there is plenty of anecdotal evidence to suggest that a player’s current form can
impact mood, anxiety and stress, which in turn can affect performance (Totterdell, 1999; Sahni and
Bhogal, 2017). Therefore, if recent form has some sort of effect on a player’s present batting ability,
then the assumption made by numerous studies that each innings in a player’s career record can be
treated as independent and identically distributed, may not be entirely valid. It is worth noting that
similar concepts have been studied in other sports and have largely reached skeptical conclusions
about such effects, for example the concept of the ‘hot hand’ in basketball (Gilovich et al., 1985;
Tversky and Gilovich, 1989).

If batting form were to have a significant impact on player performance, we should be able to
identify periods of players’ careers with sequences of high scores (indicating the player was ‘in form’) and
sequences of ‘low scores’ (indicating the player was ‘out of form’) that are statistically significant,
loosely speaking. On the contrary, Durbach and Thiart (2007) found little empirical evidence to
support this idea based on the analysis of 16 Test match batsmen. Instead, the authors concluded
that public perceptions of batting form tend to be overestimated, possibly due to a case of recency
bias, with the majority of the analysed players’ scores able to be modelled using an independent
and identically distributed sequence. Likewise, Kimber and Hansford (1993) justified the use of
a batting average to quantify ability as they found no major evidence suggesting the presence of
autocorrelation in a player’s career record. The model proposed in the present paper will allow us
to investigate this question as well.

In the context of one day international cricket, Koulis et al. (2014) adopted a Bayesian approach
that employed a hidden Markov model to determine whether a batsman is in or out of form. The
Koulis et al. (2014) model defines a number, \( K \), of ‘underlying batting states’ for each player, and
specifies the expected number of runs to be scored when in each of the \( K \) states. Parameters that
measure: availability (the probability a batsman is in form for a given match), reliability (the
probability a batsman is in form for the next \( n \) matches) and mean time to failure (the expected
number of innings a batsman will play before they are out of form), were also estimated for each


batsman. While this approach does suggest that individual batsmen do appear to undergo periods of being in and out of form, a major drawback is that the model requires an explicit and discrete specification of what constitutes an out of form state. The authors specify a batting state that has a posterior expected median number of runs scored of less than 25, as being out of form, and all other states as being in form. While in the context of one day or Twenty20 cricket this is not necessarily an unreasonable specification, there are numerous arguments that could be made to justify a low score scored at a high strike rate, as a successful innings.

Turning our focus to Test match cricket, if we wanted to determine who is the best batsmen in the world at any point in time, we have two realistic options. Firstly, we could rank every active player by their career batting average, and assume the player with the highest average is the best. While this may give a general indication of ability, there are plenty of instances where the highest career average belongs to a young player who has only played a handful of matches (and therefore it can be difficult to gauge their true ability), or an older player, who while still a good batsman, is far from the player they once were. The batting average does not account for the possibility of recent player form and does not necessarily relate directly to a player’s current ability.

A second approach would be to use the official International Cricket Council (ICC) ratings. This system utilises a broader range of data to rank players, such as opposition strength, and places more weight on runs scored in more recent innings. As such, the ICC ratings are generally considered a better indication of current ability than raw batting averages. However, a look at the current top 10 Test batsmen according to the ICC in Table 1 illustrates the shortcomings of this approach and raises several questions. What does a rating of 922 for Virat Kohli tell us about his ability, other than the fact he has the highest ranking of all active players? What does it mean that Kohli is 9 points ahead of Kane Williamson? This is an example of a rating system, which while useful for ordering players, lacks an intuitive cricketing interpretation and fails to explain the magnitude of differences in ability between players. Additionally, due to the closed source nature of the ICC rating formula, we do not know how each factor impacts a player’s rating, making it difficult to compare with other methods. Finally, it is unclear whether the ICC rating formula attempts to provide inferential or predictive accuracy, or instead tries to formalise expert judgment about who is in and out of form. These two goals may not be entirely compatible.

Table 1: Official ICC Test batting rankings (as of 1st August 2019)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Player</th>
<th>ICC rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Virat Kohli (IND)</td>
<td>922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Kane Williamson (NZ)</td>
<td>913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Cheteshwar Pujara (IND)</td>
<td>881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Steve Smith (AUS)</td>
<td>857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Henry Nicholls (NZ)</td>
<td>778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Joe Root (ENG)</td>
<td>763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>David Warner (AUS)</td>
<td>756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Aiden Markram (SA)</td>
<td>719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Quinton de Kock (SA)</td>
<td>718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Faf du Plessis (SA)</td>
<td>702</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The approach taken in Boys and Philipson (2019) overcomes these issues with the ICC ratings. In this study, the authors fit a Poisson random effects model to estimate the age at which individual players would reach their peak batting ability. The model estimates both the age at which individual players reach their peak and their expected batting average at this age, allowing for the comparison of players across eras. These estimates provide us with an approximation of the differences in ability between players at their peak, in a more meaningful manner than the ICC’s rating points.

Our proposed model builds on the Bayesian parametric models detailed in Stevenson and Brewer (2017), such that we can not only measure and predict how player batting abilities fluctuate in the short-term, during an innings, but also in the long-term, between innings, over the course of entire playing careers. A preliminary version of this model was presented in Stevenson and Brewer (2019). Similar to Boys and Philipson (2019), the model estimates player ability in terms of an expected number of runs to be scored in an innings and provides a more accurate quantification of an individual’s ability at any point of their career than traditional cricket metrics, such as the batting average. This allows us to treat batting form as continuous rather than binary; instead of defining players as being in or out of form, we can describe them as improving or deteriorating in terms of ability.

Additionally, by estimating the effect that form and recent performances have on each player, we are able to investigate the cricketing concept of ‘finding your feet’, whereby players do not begin their careers playing to the best of their ability. Rather, it takes time for new players to adjust to the demands of domestic or international cricket, before reaching their peak. Gaining a deeper understanding of how long it can take an individual player to step up and fulfill their potential would be of great use to both coaches and players. It is a familiar sight to fans from all countries to see a new player given just a couple of matches for their national side to prove themselves, before being discarded, or conversely, there are numerous players who seem to hang around the international scene well past their use by date, without managing to post an individual performance of note.

2 Model specification

2.1 Model likelihood

The derivation of the model likelihood for a single innings follows the method detailed in Brewer (2008) and Stevenson and Brewer (2017, 2019). If $X \in \{0, 1, 2, 3, ...\}$ is the number of runs a batsman scores in a particular innings, we define a hazard function, $H(x) \in [0, 1]$, as the probability a batsman gets out on score $x$, i.e., $H(x) = P(X = x | X \geq x)$. Assuming a functional form for $H(x)$, conditional on some parameters $\theta$, we can calculate the probability distribution for $X$ as follows:

$$P(X = x) = H(x) \prod_{a=0}^{x-1} [1 - H(a)].$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

For any given value of $x$, this can be thought of as the probability of a batsman surviving up until score $x$, then being dismissed. When we infer our model parameters, $\theta$, from data, Equation (1) provides the likelihood function for a single innings. However, in cricket there are a number of instances where a batsman’s innings may end without being dismissed (referred to as a ‘not out’ score). Therefore, in the case of not out scores, we compute $P(X \geq x)$ as the likelihood, rather than $P(X = x)$. Comparable to right-censored observations in the context of survival analysis, this assumes that for not out scores the batsman would have gone on to score some unobserved score,
conditional on their current score and their assumed hazard function. Treating not out scores in this manner implies that the sequence of out/not out flags in a given dataset, without the associated score, is uninformative about any of our model parameters.

Therefore, if $T$ is the total number of innings a player has batted in and $N$ is the number of not out scores, the probability distribution for a set of conditionally independent ‘out’ scores $\{x_t\}_{t=1}^{T-N}$ and ‘not out’ scores $\{y_t\}_{t=1}^N$ can be expressed as

$$p(\{x\}, \{y\}) = \prod_{t=1}^{T-N} \left( H(x_t) \prod_{a=0}^{x_t-1} [1 - H(a)] \right) \times \prod_{t=1}^{N} \left( \prod_{a=0}^{y_t-1} [1 - H(a)] \right). \quad (2)$$

When data $\{x, y\}$ are fixed and known, Equation 2 gives the likelihood for any proposed form of the hazard function, $H(x; \theta)$. Therefore, conditional on the set of parameters $\theta$ governing the form of $H(x)$, the log-likelihood, $\ell(\theta)$, is

$$\ell(\theta) = \sum_{t=1}^{T-N} \log H(x_t) + \sum_{t=1}^{T-N} \sum_{a=0}^{x_t-1} \log[1 - H(a)] + \sum_{t=1}^{N} \sum_{a=0}^{y_t-1} \log[1 - H(a)]. \quad (3)$$

The equations presented in this section define the likelihood function for any proposed theory for how ability varies as a function of current score. Our specific parameterisation of this is given in Section 2.2 and is equivalent to the model used by Stevenson and Brewer (2017) for a single innings. However, the primary difference between this paper and Stevenson and Brewer (2017) is that we extend the model to allow for both short and long-term time variation by allowing those parameters to depend on time and other match-specific factors, as well as on the current score (Section 2.3).

### 2.2 Within-innings effects

In order to estimate how an individual’s batting ability changes during or within an innings, due to the process of ‘getting your eye in’, we adopt the same parameterisation of the hazard function as detailed in Stevenson and Brewer (2017). Rather than estimating player ability using the hazard function, we introduce the effective average function, $\mu(x)$, which represents a player’s ability when on score $x$, in units of a batting average. The hazard function can then be expressed in terms of the effective average function, $\mu(x)$, using

$$H(x) = \frac{1}{\mu(x) + 1} \quad (4)$$

where the effective average contains three parameters, $\theta = \{\mu_1, \mu_2, L\}$, and takes an exponential functional form

$$\mu(x) = \mu_2 + (\mu_1 - \mu_2) \exp \left( -\frac{x}{L} \right). \quad (5)$$

Under this specification, $\mu_1$ represents a player’s initial batting ability when beginning a new innings, while $\mu_2$ is the player’s ‘eye in’ (or equilibrium) batting ability once used to the specific match conditions. Both $\mu_1$ and $\mu_2$ are expressed in units of a batting average. The timescale parameter $L$, measures the speed of transition between $\mu_1$ and $\mu_2$ and is formally the $e$-folding time. By definition the $e$-folding time, $L$, signifies the number of runs scored for approximately 63% (formally $1 - \frac{1}{e}$) of the transition between $\mu_1$ and $\mu_2$ to take place and can be understood by analogy.
with a ‘half-life’. This model specification allows us to answer questions about individual players, such as: (1) how well players perform when they first arrive at the crease, (2) how much better players perform once they have ‘got their eye in’ and (3) how long it takes them to ‘get their eye in’.

2.3 Between-innings effects

At this point, the model is equivalent to that of Stevenson and Brewer (2017) and can estimate how much a player’s ability changes during an innings, but assumes that a player’s underlying ability is constant throughout his or her entire career. In reality, our estimates for an individual player’s expected scores should fluctuate from innings to innings, due to a number of match and individual-specific factors.

2.3.1 Individual-specific effects

To allow the model to account for both short-term, within-innings changes, and long-term, between-innings changes in ability, we extend the effective average function in Equation 5 by introducing a time dependence, such that

$$\mu(x, t; \theta) = \text{batting ability on score } x, \text{ in } t^{th} \text{ career innings}$$

where $\mu(x, t; \theta)$ is expressed in units of a batting average, and $t$ indicates the $t^{th}$ innings of a player’s career. By taking the expectation over all scores, $x$, at a given time, we obtain $\nu(t)$, where

$$\nu(t; \theta) = \text{expected number of runs scored in } t^{th} \text{ career innings}$$

which, conditional on the model parameters, is equivalent to

$$\nu(t; \theta) = \text{expected batting average in } t^{th} \text{ career innings.}$$

If all parameters determining $\mu(x, t)$ at a particular innings $t$ are known, $\nu$ is given by a deterministic function of those parameters; it is the expectation of the implied distribution over $x_t$. When we estimate $\nu(t)$ for an individual player, we want to account for time variation in ability between innings, due to factors such as recent form, age, experience and the element of randomness associated with cricket. This is achieved by fitting a unique $\mu_2$ parameter for each innings in a player’s career, where $\mu_{2,t}$ represents a player’s ‘eye in’ batting ability in their $t^{th}$ career innings.

Restricting the set of parameters that are allowed to vary with time to only include $\mu_2$ implies that we are assuming a player ‘gets their eye in’ at a similar rate in each of their career innings. From a cricketing perspective, it makes sense that the process of ‘getting your eye in’ is more closely related to an individual’s playing style, which for many players remains relatively constant over their Test careers, rather than their underlying ability. Conceptually, $\mu_{2,t}$ can be thought of as an innings-specific ‘skill-ceiling’, which we believe is more likely to vary over the course of a career, than a player’s initial batting ability, $\mu_1$, or the rate at which they get their eye in, $L$. Of course, we could allow both $\mu_1$ and $L$ to also vary with time, however, this would require us to introduce a number of new parameters, which given the already large parameter space, would result in severely decreased computational efficiency.

The innings-specific effective average function, $\mu(x, t)$, can then be expressed as

$$\mu(x, t) = \mu_{2,t} + (\mu_1 - \mu_{2,t}) \exp\left(-\frac{x}{L}\right)$$

(6)
where the dependence of $\mu_2$ on time is explicitly noted.

To allow a player’s underlying batting ability a reasonable amount of flexibility to vary between innings, the prior for the set of $\{\mu_2, t\}$ terms is specified using a Gaussian process. A Gaussian process is fully specified by an underlying mean value, $\lambda$, and a covariance function $K(t_j, t_k)$, where $t_j$ represents the index of a player’s $j^{th}$ career innings and $t_k$ represents the index of a player’s $k^{th}$ career innings. Therefore, our selected form of $K(t_j, t_k)$ will determine how much a player’s batting ability can vary from innings to innings (Rasmussen and Williams, 2006; MacKay, 2003, Chapter 45).

A number of covariance functions are available to choose from, depending on how much we wish to allow player ability to fluctuate between innings. A common choice is the squared exponential covariance function, which was the choice of covariance function in Stevenson and Brewer (2019). However, we have since determined that the squared exponential function does not allow for enough short-term variation in ability between innings since it implies smooth functions with high prior probability. Therefore, in order to capture variations in ability due to the likes of recent form, age and experience we have opted to use a powered exponential covariance function, which contains scale and length parameters, $\sigma$ and $\ell$, as well as a smoothing parameter $\alpha$, which controls the smoothness of the resulting function for $\mu_2, t$. Our chosen covariance function takes the form

$$K(t_j, t_k) = \sigma^2 \exp \left( -\frac{|j - k|^\alpha}{\ell^\alpha} \right)$$

where $\alpha \in [1, 2]$. As $\alpha \to 2$, this covariance function converges to the smoother squared exponential covariance function, and as $\alpha \to 1$ it converges to an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process or AR(1) process, which is a special case of the Matérn class of covariance functions. Therefore, by assessing the posterior distribution of our smoothness parameter, $\alpha$, we can get an idea of how much an individual’s ability appears to fluctuate in the shorter term.

### 2.3.2 Match-specific effects

As well as accounting for effects that may be present at an individual level, we also ought to consider several factors that are specific in the context of each individual match. A major characteristic that sets cricket apart from many sports, is the significant role the pitch and weather conditions can play in a match. Pitches differ greatly around the world as a result of local climate, varieties of soil available and preparation techniques. Vastly different approaches to batting and bowling are seen between the dusty, spin-friendly pitches of the sub-continent; the hard, flat pitches found in Australia; and the greener pitches commonly prepared in England and New Zealand. No two pitches will play exactly the same and as such it can be difficult to adjust to a new pitch from match to match, particularly when playing away from home, in a foreign environment.

Therefore, due to the varying nature of cricket pitches, it is fair to assume that some players will perform better in their home country, where they are more familiar with the local playing conditions. Additionally, many sportspeople simply enjoy more success when playing in front of a home crowd (Pollard, 1986; Nevill and Holder, 1999). However, given the comparatively subdued nature of cricket crowds (particularly in Test cricket) with other sports, any home ground effect is likely to be due to a familiarity with pitch and weather conditions, rather than an effect due to the crowd itself (Morley and Thomas, 2005).

Also of note is the manner in which pitches tend to deteriorate during a match, which may also have an effect on a player’s performance. First class and Test matches can span up to five days
with each team batting twice, for a total of four innings in a match. Therefore, in many countries batting is believed to become more difficult the longer a match goes on, as the condition of the pitch will often deteriorate due to exposure to the elements and general wear and tear. As stated by the infamous 19th-century England captain, W. G. Grace:

“When you win the toss - bat. If you are in doubt, think about it, then bat. If you have very big doubts, consult a colleague then bat.” – W.G. Grace

While this philosophy is not strictly true for every single pitch, the data do suggest that batting is easier during a team’s first innings of a match, compared with their second innings. To account for these match-specific effects, we first introduce two dummy variables, $v_t$ and $i_t$, representing the match venue and whether it is a team’s first or second innings of the match, for the player’s $t^{th}$ career innings.

$$v_t = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if playing at a home venue} \\
0, & \text{if playing at a neutral venue} \\
-1, & \text{if playing at an away venue}
\end{cases} \tag{8}$$

$$i_t = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if team’s first innings} \\
-1, & \text{if team’s second innings}
\end{cases} \tag{9}$$

To estimate the venue and innings-specific effects, we introduce two new model parameters, $\psi$ and $\phi$, to our innings-specific effective average function, $\mu(x, t)$, such that

$$\mu(x, t) = \left[ \mu_{2,t} + (\mu_1 - \mu_{2,t}) \exp\left(\frac{-x}{L}\right) \right] \times \psi^{v_t} \times \phi^{i_t} \tag{10}$$

Our venue variable, $v_t$, has three levels, with the baseline level being a neutral venue. An estimate $\psi > 1$ indicates that a player performs better in home conditions, while an estimate $\psi < 1$ indicates a player performs better at venues away from home. For the innings-specific effect, an estimate $\phi > 1$ indicates that a player tends to perform better in their team’s first innings of a match, while an estimate $\phi < 1$ indicates a player performs better in their team’s second innings.

We can then obtain an estimate for $\nu(t)$ by taking the expectation over all scores, $x$, which can be computed analytically using Equation 10. Under this model specification, $\nu(t)$ represents a player’s underlying ability in units of an expected number of runs to be scored in their $t^{th}$ career innings, assuming the match is at a neutral venue and the innings number in the match is unknown, with a 50/50 prior for whether it is the team’s first or second batting innings.

2.4 Prior distributions and model fitting

As per section 2.3, the model contains the following set of parameters, $\theta$.

$$\theta = \{\mu_1, \mu_{2,t}, L, \lambda, \sigma, \ell, \alpha, \psi, \phi\} \tag{11}$$

In this section we specify our prior distributions. Broadly, we have assigned informative priors, but err on the side of conservatism with the widths of the priors.

For ease of prior specification, for the within-innings parameters, $\mu_1$ and $L$, we change coordinates as detailed in Stevenson and Brewer (2017), introducing parameters $C$ and $D$, with the parameters...
assigned the following prior distributions.

\[ C \sim \text{Beta}(1, 2); \mu_{1,t} \leftarrow C \mu_{2,t} \]
\[ D \sim \text{Beta}(1, 5); L_t \leftarrow D \mu_{2,t} \]

As detailed in section 2.3.1, our prior for the set of \{\mu_{2,t}\} parameters is specified using a Gaussian process, with an underlying constant mean value, \( \lambda \), and covariance function, \( K(t_j, t_k; \sigma, \ell, \alpha) \) from Equation 7. As we are measuring batting ability in terms of a batting average (which by definition must be positive), we actually model \( \log\{\mu_{2,t}\} \) and backtransform accordingly, rather than modelling \{\mu_{2,t}\} itself, to ensure positivity of \( \mu_{2,t} \) for the entire parameter space.

The model parameters, prior distributions and relevant definitions are summarised in Table 2. Each of these priors are either non-informative or informative but conservative, loosely reflecting our cricketing knowledge. For example, the lognormal prior for \( \lambda \) simply suggests we expect the median player to have an ‘eye in’ batting ability of around 25 runs, which in the context of Test cricket is a reasonable assumption.

Table 2: The hyperparameters, parameters, data and effective average functions, including the prior distribution for each quantity where relevant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
<th>Prior</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prior information</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t )</td>
<td>Career innings index (time)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( o_t )</td>
<td>Out/not out flag in ( t^{th} ) career innings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( v_t )</td>
<td>Venue in ( t^{th} ) career innings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( i_t )</td>
<td>Team innings # in ( t^{th} ) career innings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data</td>
<td></td>
<td>Likelihood function given in text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x_t )</td>
<td>Runs scored in ( t^{th} ) career innings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covariance and effective average functions</td>
<td></td>
<td>Functional form given in text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( K(t_j, t_k) )</td>
<td>Covariance function for Gaussian process</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mu(x, t) )</td>
<td>Batting ability on score ( x ), in ( t^{th} ) career innings, in units of a batting average</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \nu(t) )</td>
<td>Expected number of runs scored in ( t^{th} ) career innings</td>
<td>Computable from ( \mu(x, t) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within-innings effects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mu_{1,t} )</td>
<td>Initial batting ability in ( t^{th} ) career innings</td>
<td>( C \sim \text{Beta}(1, 2); \mu_{1,t} \leftarrow C \mu_{2,t} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( L_t )</td>
<td>Transition parameter in ( t^{th} ) career innings</td>
<td>( D \sim \text{Beta}(1, 5); L_t \leftarrow D \mu_{2,t} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between-innings effects</td>
<td></td>
<td>( \log{\mu_{2,t}} \sim \text{GP}(\lambda, K(t_j, t_k; \sigma, \ell, \alpha)) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \lambda )</td>
<td>Mean value of Gaussian process</td>
<td>( \log(\lambda) \sim \text{Normal}(\log(25), 0.75^2) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \sigma )</td>
<td>Scale parameter of covariance function, ( K(t_j, t_k) )</td>
<td>( \log(\sigma) \sim \text{Normal}(\log(20), 1^2) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \ell )</td>
<td>Length parameter of covariance function, ( K(t_j, t_k) )</td>
<td>( \log(\ell) \sim \text{Normal}(\log(20), 1^2) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
<td>Smoothing parameter of covariance function, ( K(t_j, t_k) )</td>
<td>( \alpha \sim \text{Uniform}(1, 2) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Match-specific effects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \psi )</td>
<td>Venue effect</td>
<td>( \log(\psi) \sim \text{Normal}(\log(1), 0.25^2) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \phi )</td>
<td>Team innings # effect</td>
<td>( \log(\phi) \sim \text{Normal}(\log(1), 0.25^2) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3 Data

The data used to fit the present model are simply the Test career scores of an individual batsman and are obtained from Statsguru, the cricket statistics database on the Cricinfo website (www.espncricinfo.com). To visualise an example of the data that is used to fit the model, the Test career scores for current New Zealand Test captain, Kane Williamson, are plotted in Figure 1. The data for Williamson illustrates the high innings-to-innings variation in scores, while also showing that batsmen do not always bat twice in a given match. The latter can be attributed to a variety of causes, such as the match coming to a premature conclusion as a result of bad weather, or because the player’s second innings was not required as their team had already won the match.

Due to a combination of law changes and technological advancements, the pace and format of Test cricket has changed considerably since the first Test was played in 1877. Therefore, in order to maintain a modern outlook on the game, we have opted to fit the model to the career scores of all players who have batted in a Test match innings in the 21st century. This corresponds to a total of 982 players, from 12 different countries, who have batted in a combined total of 38801 innings.

![Figure 1: Test match career batting data for current New Zealand captain, Kane Williamson.](image)

For each innings, the data contain the number of runs scored as well as indicating whether or not the batsman’s innings ended as a not out score. Additional information, such as the venue and whether the innings took place during their team’s first or second innings of the match, are also available. A cursory inspection of the data suggests our belief that players tend to bat better at home, in their first innings of a match, is reasonable. According to the data, player batting averages are approximately 17% higher at home venues, compared with away venues, and are approximately 20% higher when batting in a team’s first innings of a match, compared with a team’s second innings. This suggests that we are likely to find evidence of match-specific effects that we can quantify on an individual basis via the parameters $\psi$ and $\phi$. 
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4 Results

As the model requires a set of \{\mu_{2,t}\} terms to be fitted (one for each innings in a player’s career), there can be a large number of model parameters for players who have enjoyed long careers. Therefore, to fit the model, we employed a C++ \cite{Stroustrup2013} implementation of the Nested Sampling (NS) algorithm \cite{Skilling2006} that uses Metropolis-Hastings updates to generate the new points. Nested Sampling is a useful approach in this case, as it is able to handle both high dimensional and multimodal problems that may arise. For each player analysed, the model output provides us with the posterior distribution for each of the model parameters, as well as the marginal likelihood, which makes for trivial model comparison. The results reported in this paper are based on NS runs with 1000 particles and 1000 MCMC steps per NS iteration. The results were not sensitive to these values, indicating that the sampling was sufficiently effective.

4.1 Analysis of individual players

By drawing posterior samples of the model parameters we are able to compute the posterior predictive distribution for \nu(t), for individual batsmen, illustrating the progression of their Test batting careers to date, as well as forecasting future batting abilities. In order to better understand the implications of the model, we will focus on the results for ‘the big four’ – Virat Kohli (India), Kane Williamson (New Zealand), Steve Smith (Australia) and Joe Root (England) – four players who are widely regarded as the best batsmen in world cricket at this point in time. Career trajectories for all 982 players analysed are available in an RShiny application at \url{https://oste434.shinyapps.io/Cricket_Visualisation/}

![Figure 2: Test match batting career trajectory (i.e., the posterior expectation of $\nu(t)$) for Kane Williamson, including the 68% credible interval (dotted) for $\nu(t)$.](image)

Figure 2: Test match batting career trajectory (i.e., the posterior expectation of $\nu(t)$) for Kane Williamson, including the 68% credible interval (dotted) for $\nu(t)$. 
The evolution of Kane Williamson’s Test match batting career is shown in Figure 2. The posterior predictive estimate for $\nu(t)$ (red) represents Williamson’s underlying batting ability in units of a batting average, assuming the match was played at a neutral venue and his team’s innings number within the match is unknown. The dark blue line represents the posterior predictive estimate for $\nu(t)$, given that we know the match venue and whether Williamson was batting in his team’s first or second innings of the match. Each of these posterior predictive estimates are computed by taking the average of a large number of posterior samples and estimate the expected number of runs to be scored in each of his career innings.

A subset of the posterior samples used to compute the posterior predictive estimate for $\nu(t)$ are shown in Figure 3, while the posterior distributions for each of the model parameters are plotted in Figures 4 and 5, alongside the corresponding prior distributions. Posterior summaries for each of the model parameters are provided in Table 3, allowing us to estimate the magnitude of the various effects in the model.

![Figure 3: A subset of posterior samples for $\nu(t)$, the expected score given the parameters, for Kane Williamson. The dotted lines represent predictions for $\nu(t)$ for 20 innings into the future. Due to the noisiness of cricketing performances, a wide variety of ability trajectories are compatible with the data.](image)

4.1.1 Between-innings effects

As seen in Figure 2, the model estimates that early in his career, Williamson’s underlying ability was less than that implied by his current career average of 53.38, as indicated by the comparatively lower estimates for $\nu(t)$ early in his career. However, over time his underlying ability appears to have improved, likely as a result of gaining experience and exposure against world-class bowling attacks, in a variety of pitch and weather conditions. The estimates for Williamson’s current and
future abilities suggest he is now a better batsman than his career average indicates. If we are to believe in the cricketing concept of ‘finding your feet’, this is not a particularly surprising result, as we should expect players to take a number of innings to adjust to the demands of international cricket before reaching their peak ability.

The posterior distributions for the Gaussian process parameters are plotted in Figure 4 and suggest that the data for Kane Williamson have been somewhat informative with respect to $\lambda$, $\sigma$, and our set of \{\mu_{2,t}\} terms. This provides us with some support for the presence of long-term variation in Williamson’s underlying batting ability. However, the data have not informed us greatly with respect to parameters $\ell$ and $\alpha$, which provides us with little evidence to either confirm or refute the presence of short-term, innings-to-innings variation in ability.

![Figure 4: Parameter posterior distributions for the Gaussian process hyperparameters $\lambda$, $\sigma$, $\ell$ and $\alpha$ for Kane Williamson. Black lines indicate the prior distributions. The data are barely able to modify the prior distribution for $\alpha$, suggesting that we cannot distinguish between smooth or ragged underlying trajectories because of the noisy data.](image)

4.1.2 Match-specific effects

If we consider the posterior predictive estimate for $\nu(t)$, including the match-specific effects (dark blue) in Figure 2, we learn that Williamson tends to perform better in his team’s first innings of a Test match, as indicated by the jagged behaviour in the estimates when observing changes between his first and second innings of the same match. Additionally, we see that Williamson tends to perform better in home matches, as indicated by the superior estimates for home games (represented by black bars) compared with away games (represented by orange bars).

The posterior parameter summaries and posterior distributions summarised in Table 3 and Figure 4 respectively, allow us to quantify the magnitude of these match-specific effects. The multiplicative effect of playing at a home venue on runs scored (compared with a neutral venue) has a posterior
mean of 1.07 and a 68% credible interval of (0.98, 1.17). We can obtain the estimates for comparing performance at a home venue, compared with an away venue, by squaring the parameter, giving a posterior mean of 1.15 and a 68% credible interval of (0.95, 1.36).

Table 3: Posterior parameter summaries for Kane Williamson.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>68% C.I.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>(0.22, 0.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>(0.05, 0.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>λ</td>
<td>58.8</td>
<td>(49.1, 68.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>(0.05, 0.33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ℓ</td>
<td>39.9</td>
<td>(11.3, 63.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>(1.17, 1.85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ψ</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>(0.98, 1.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>φ</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>(0.95, 1.13)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Meanwhile, the multiplicative effect of batting in his team’s first innings of a Test, compared with batting in his team’s second innings, can also be obtained by squaring, giving a posterior mean of 1.09 and a 68% credible interval of (0.90, 1.28). These point estimates suggest that we should expect Williamson to score 15% more runs at home venues, compared with away venues, and 9% more runs in his team’s first innings, compared with the second innings. However, given the reasonably large uncertainties for our estimates of ψ and φ, there is no definitive evidence to say that Williamson necessarily bats better in home conditions, in his team’s first innings of a Test match.

Across the group of 982 players analysed, there was generally little evidence to support the presence of a venue or innings effect for players who have batted in fewer than 20 Test innings. However, of the 461 players who have batted in 20 or more innings, the 68% credible intervals provide evidence to suggest of a venue effect for 146 players and an innings effect for 140 players.

In order to generalise our inference regarding the venue and innings effects across all players, we performed a hierarchical analysis on the venue and innings effect parameters, ψ and φ. If we define a set of hyperparameters, \{μ_ψ, σ_ψ, μ_φ, σ_φ\}, and implement a hierarchical model structure,
we can quantify the typical values for \( \psi \) and \( \phi \) that players are clustered around, without having to analyse all the data jointly. This is achieved by obtaining posterior estimates for \( \psi \) and \( \phi \), for each player, then post-processing the results to construct what the hierarchical model would have produced using MCMC samples [Hastings, 1970]. Our hierarchical model takes the form:

\[
\begin{align*}
\mu_\psi, \mu_\phi &\sim \text{Uniform}(0.9, 1.1) \\
\sigma_\psi, \sigma_\phi &\sim \text{Uniform}(0.1, 0.3) \\
\log(\psi) &\sim \text{Normal}(\log(\mu_\psi), \sigma_\psi^2) \\
\log(\phi) &\sim \text{Normal}(\log(\mu_\phi), \sigma_\phi^2)
\end{align*}
\]

The joint posterior distributions for the set of hyperparameters, \( \{\mu_\psi, \sigma_\psi, \mu_\phi, \sigma_\phi\} \), are shown in Figure 6. The bulk of the posterior mass for both \( \mu_\psi \) and \( \mu_\phi \) are centered on values greater than 1, confirming our suspicion that the typical player performs better in home matches, in their team’s first innings of a Test match.

![Figure 6: Joint posterior distributions for \( \mu_\psi \) and \( \sigma_\psi \), and \( \mu_\phi \) and \( \sigma_\phi \), shown across the uniform prior distributions for \( \mu_\psi, \sigma_\psi, \mu_\phi \) and \( \sigma_\phi \). Darker areas represent regions with higher posterior probability.](image)

4.1.3 Estimating an individual’s career progression

Similar to the approach used in Boys and Philipson (2019), the model output also allows us to quantify a player’s batting ability, in terms of a batting average, at their ‘lowest’ and ‘highest’ points of their career to date. We are also able to predict the number of runs we expect them to score in their next career innings. Each of these estimates assumes a neutral venue and that the innings number in the match is unknown. The posterior distributions for \( \nu(t) \) at Williamson’s lowest and highest points of his career are shown in Figure 7 and are summarised in Table 4. Additionally, the posterior distributions for when Williamson experienced his highest and lowest points of his career are shown in Figure 8.

![Figure 8: Joint posterior distributions for \( \nu(t) \) at Williamson’s lowest and highest points of his career and prediction for next career innings, including 68% credible intervals.](image)

Table 4: Posterior point estimates for \( \nu(t) \) at Williamson’s lowest and highest points of his career and prediction for next career innings, including 68% credible intervals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Career low ( \nu(t) )</th>
<th>Career high ( \nu(t) )</th>
<th>( \nu(t = \text{next innings}) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>39.9 (29.1, 50.2)</td>
<td>72.1 (56.4, 87.9)</td>
<td>59.5 (48.6, 69.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For Williamson, we estimate that at the lowest point of his career, his underlying ability corresponded to an expected average of 39.9, while at his highest point, his expected average was 72.1. Unsurprisingly, many of the posterior samples estimate Williamson’s underlying ability was at its lowest in the first innings of his career, as suggested in Figure 8. Interestingly, almost 10% of the posterior samples also suggest that Williamson is currently experiencing the highest point of his career at present, as indicated in Figure 8 by the large posterior density at his most recent innings.

![Figure 7: Posterior distributions for $\nu(t)$ at the lowest and highest points of Williamson’s career.](image)

Figure 7: Posterior distributions for $\nu(t)$ at the lowest and highest points of Williamson’s career.

![Figure 8: Posterior distributions for career innings index (time) at the lowest and highest points of Williamson’s career.](image)

Figure 8: Posterior distributions for career innings index (time) at the lowest and highest points of Williamson’s career.

The posterior distributions in Figure 8 generally support the idea of ‘finding your feet’, as Williamson’s underlying ability was very likely at its lowest near the beginning of his career, while his ability likely peaked only after playing in reasonable number of innings (or is still yet to peak). Given Williamson is still younger than 30 years of age, it is likely he still has a number of years left in his career where his underlying batting ability will be close to its best.

The general trend seen in Williamson’s career trajectory plot in Figure 2 is fairly typical of many players analysed, exhibiting a clear case of ‘finding your feet’, while loosely supporting our initial assumptions: that players will generally score more runs when batting in their team’s first innings, at a home venue. In fact, compared to many of the players analysed, the venue and innings effects estimated for Williamson are on the smaller side. Instead, Williamson’s main point of difference is the amount he appears to have improved over the course of his career to date. The average difference between the lowest and highest estimated abilities across all players analysed is 28%, while for Williamson, the model estimates an 80% difference in ability between the lowest and highest.
points of his career. In the current study, we have not performed a hierarchical analysis for other parameters such as the trajectory. It is possible that stronger conclusions could be reached by allowing the results for each player to ‘borrow strength’ from the others.

4.2 Comparison of batting career trajectories

In Figure 9, we have plotted the career trajectories for ‘the big four’ to illustrate how the model allows us to compare the career progressions of multiple batsmen. All four players exhibit behaviour typical of ‘finding your feet’, taking a reasonable number of innings before reaching their peak ability, although different players appear to take different lengths of time to adjust to the demands of international cricket. It is perhaps unsurprising to see Kane Williamson, as the player taking the longest time to fulfil his potential, as he was just 20 years old when making his Test match debut (compared with Smith (21), Kohli (22) and Root (21)). As such, he was potentially a less developed batsman compared with the others at the time of his Test debut.

However, Figure 9 does suggest that Williamson is the player who has improved the most. In the early stages of their respective careers, Williamson had the lowest estimated ability of ‘the big four’, however, presently the model ranks him as the number 1 Test batsman in the world. On the contrary, current England Test captain, Joe Root, had a successful start to his career but his estimated batting ability in Test matches appears to have been on the decline for a number of innings. This is not to say that Root is not a world-class batsman – his predicted average of 46.5 for his next innings is very respectable – however he has not exhibited the same improvement in performance as the likes of Williamson, Smith, and to a lesser extent, Kohli.

Figure 9: Test match batting career trajectories for ‘the big four’, including predictions for the next 20 innings (dotted).
Therefore, given the large innings-to-innings variation in an individual’s career scores (as observed in Figure 2) and due to the idea of ‘finding your feet’ (as observed in Figure 9), it may be unwise to make a judgement regarding a player’s underlying batting ability after just several innings. While it may not always be practical to afford every single batsman ample opportunity to reach their peak ability, particularly within the cut-throat confines of international cricket, it does at least suggest that there may be little to learn about a player’s true skill-ceiling from just a few innings.

4.3 Player rankings

The current top 20 Test batsmen as estimated by the Gaussian process model are presented in Table 5, where players are ranked by the expected number of runs we predict them to score in their next career innings, assuming a neutral venue and the innings number in the match is unknown (an up-to-date list of the top 100 players is maintained at www.oliverstevenson.co.nz). For comparison, each player’s ICC rating (and world ranking number (#)) are also provided. The ranking of players is generally similar between the two methods, although there are several notable differences.

Firstly, the Gaussian process model ranks Indian batsman Rohit Sharma 11th in the world, while he is ranked 51st according to the current ICC ratings. Upon closer inspection, it appears as though Sharma has a higher than usual proportion of not out scores that are greater than 50, suggesting he frequently overcomes the ‘getting your eye in’ process, but for various reasons has not had the opportunity to convert these starts into big scores. The Gaussian process model rewards players who are able to ‘get their eye in’ and remain on a not out out score, while the ICC ratings simply provide not out innings with a ‘bonus’ that we suspect is too low. In this sense, we agree with Boys and Philipson (2019), that the ICC rating system does not appropriately adjust for not out scores in a manner that takes account of player ability.

Secondly, the ICC ranking method tends to place a greater emphasis on more recent innings, compared with the Gaussian process model. For example, the current ICC ratings rank South African wicket-keeper, Quinton de Kock, as the 9th best Test batsman globally, however, the Gaussian process model ranks de Kock at 23rd. In his last 10 Test innings, de Kock has averaged 61.5, which suggests that the difference in rankings is likely due to the ICC method placing a greater emphasis on recent scores. Conversely, the Gaussian process model is more conservative when estimating batting ability with respect to short-term form. Unfortunately, due to the closed source nature of the ICC ratings formula, we do not know how much emphasis is placed on players’ recent innings. An exponential weighted average is used, but the scale length is not public knowledge. This makes it difficult to pinpoint the exact differences in the methods.

Therefore, while both methods provide a general indication of batting ability, the Gaussian process model has the added ability of quantifying the differences in ability between players in a more meaningful manner. For example, rather than concluding ‘Kane Williamson is 159 rating points better than Joe Root’, we can make more useful probabilistic statements by computing $P(\nu_{Williamson}(t) > \nu_{Root}(t) \mid t = \text{next innings})$, such as, ‘we estimate Williamson has a 55.2% chance of outscoring Root in their next respective innings or ‘we expect Williamson to outscore Root in their next respective innings by 12.9 runs’, assuming a neutral venue and it is unknown whether they are batting in their teams’ first or second innings. It is worth noting that when computing these probabilities, we account for the ‘getting your eye in’ process, since these predictions are all based on the posterior predictive distribution under our model.

Such probabilistic statements can be particularly useful when comparing players with similar
Table 5: Current (as of 1st August 2019) top 20 Test match batsmen ranked by expected number of runs scored in their next career innings (including the 68% credible interval). ICC Test batting ratings and rankings (#) are shown for comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Player</th>
<th>Career average</th>
<th>( \nu(t = \text{next innings}) )</th>
<th>ICC rating (#)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>K. Williamson (NZ)</td>
<td>53.4</td>
<td>59.4 (48.5, 69.8)</td>
<td>922 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>S. Smith (AUS)</td>
<td>61.4</td>
<td>57.4 (48.1, 66.6)</td>
<td>857 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>V. Kohli (IND)</td>
<td>53.8</td>
<td>52.2 (44.6, 59.7)</td>
<td>931 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>H. Nicholls (NZ)</td>
<td>45.8</td>
<td>51.0 (38.2, 62.4)</td>
<td>778 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>C. Pujara (IND)</td>
<td>51.2</td>
<td>48.9 (41.8, 55.3)</td>
<td>881 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>A. Mathews (SL)</td>
<td>44.8</td>
<td>48.8 (40.3, 56.1)</td>
<td>660 (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>D. Warner (AUS)</td>
<td>48.2</td>
<td>48.2 (42.0, 54.2)</td>
<td>756 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>R. Taylor (NZ)</td>
<td>46.7</td>
<td>46.9 (41.0, 52.7)</td>
<td>676 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>J. Root (ENG)</td>
<td>49.5</td>
<td>46.5 (40.0, 53.1)</td>
<td>763 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>T. Latham (NZ)</td>
<td>42.7</td>
<td>45.5 (36.9, 53.0)</td>
<td>680 (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>R. Sharma (IND)</td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td>45.0 (35.3, 54.5)</td>
<td>524 (51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>F. du Plessis (SA)</td>
<td>43.0</td>
<td>43.5 (36.3, 50.2)</td>
<td>702 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>U. Khawaja (AUS)</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>41.5 (34.1, 48.7)</td>
<td>682 (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>D. Chandimal (SL)</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>41.0 (34.5, 47.7)</td>
<td>603 (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>A. Ali (PAK)</td>
<td>43.3</td>
<td>41.0 (34.2, 47.8)</td>
<td>639 (23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>A. Shafiq (PAK)</td>
<td>38.9</td>
<td>39.4 (33.7, 45.0)</td>
<td>643 (21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>T. Iqbal (BAN)</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>39.3 (33.9, 44.7)</td>
<td>632 (32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>S. Dhawan (IND)</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td>39.2 (31.9, 46.5)</td>
<td>527 (50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>H. Amla (SA)</td>
<td>46.6</td>
<td>38.7 (29.0, 47.6)</td>
<td>664 (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>S. Al Hasan (BAN)</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td>38.5 (32.7, 44.1)</td>
<td>604 (28)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

career averages, for example, Kane Williamson (53.38) and Virat Kohli (53.76). Objectively, based solely on the batting average, we would assume that these two players are very similar in terms of their underlying ability. However, we are able to go a step further and say that while both players are currently among the best batsmen in the world, it is our belief that Williamson is more likely to be the superior batsman at present, given his higher prediction for \( \nu(t = \text{next innings}) \), with a 53.2% posterior probability that Williamson outscores Kohli in their next respective innings.

Although the ICC ratings account for more variables, such as opposition strength and pitch effects, it is far more intuitive to quantify differences in batting ability between players by using a natural cricketing interpretation, such as units of a batting average. In a practical sense, the results from the Gaussian process model could have significant implications in the likes of player comparison and team selection policy, as coaches and selectors will have a more direct means of understanding the risks and real life impacts of selecting one player over another.
5 Model prediction and comparison

5.1 Model prediction

When it comes to prediction, our primary goal is to be able to accurately predict the next score in a batsman’s career, while our secondary goal is to best explain how a player’s ability has fluctuated over the course of their career to date. Therefore, when we assess the predictive capabilities of the Gaussian process model, we will compute the model predictions using leave-one-out cross-validation (Sammut and Webb, 2010), whereby we leave out the player’s most recent innings, obtain a prediction for the score in this innings, and compare the model prediction with the actual observed score. In order to avoid the complexities that arise with not out innings, we have opted to predict the most recent ‘out’ score for each player when computing the prediction errors.

When computing the predictions for the Gaussian process model, we must decide whether or not to include the match-specific information. For each player, we determine whether a significant venue or innings effect is present by computing the 68% credible interval for the venue and innings effect parameters, $\psi$ and $\phi$. If the interval provides evidence of an effect, we include the match-specific information in our prediction, otherwise it is ignored.

For comparison, we have computed predictions using a ‘constant ability’ model, as well as several ‘simple moving average’ (SMA) models of different orders. The constant ability model assumes a player’s underlying batting ability is constant both within and between individual innings, and contains just a single parameter, representing a player’s career batting average. The three SMA models compute a prediction for the score in a player’s next innings based on the previous 10%, 25% and 50% of a player’s career innings. For example, if a player has batted in 100 career innings, the SMA(10%) model will use the most recent 10% of the player’s career data (in this case, their last 10 innings) to predict their next innings score, while the SMA(50%) model would make a prediction using the most recent 50% of the player’s career data (the last 50 innings).

We can then compare the performance of the Gaussian process model, with the naïve constant ability model and SMA models by comparing the respective model predictions. As leave-one-out cross-validation requires us to leave out the players most recent ‘out’ innings, we are unable to compute the prediction errors for players who have only batted in one innings, or for players who have never been dismissed during their Test career. Of the 982 players analysed, we were able to compute the prediction errors using all five methods for 886 players.

Table 6: Mean squared prediction errors (MSE) using leave-one-out cross-validation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>MSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant ability model</td>
<td>590.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMA(10%) model</td>
<td>612.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMA(25%) model</td>
<td>577.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMA(50%) model</td>
<td>550.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaussian process model</td>
<td>524.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As indicated in Table 6, the Gaussian process model outperforms all other models in terms of prediction, averaged across all players. Additionally, the Gaussian process model is able to predict future estimates of batting ability and does a far better job of explaining a player’s career trajectory...
to date, as the SMA model estimates are generally rather erratic in this regard. Interestingly, the SMA(10%) model performs the worst of all, suggesting that predicting a player’s ability purely on recent scores is unwise.

5.2 Model comparison

We are able to compare the fit of individual models directly using the marginal likelihood or ‘evidence’, $Z$. For a Bayesian model with parameters $\theta$ and data $d$, the evidence of a model $M$, is the prior probability of the data given the model, and can be computed using:

$$Z_M = P(d \mid M) = \int P(\theta \mid M) P(d \mid \theta, M) \, d\theta.$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

A major advantage of using nested sampling to fit each model is that the evidence is computed in addition to posterior samples, making for trivial model comparison [Skilling, 2006]. Here, we will use the evidence to compare the support for the Gaussian process model ($Z$), against the constant ability model ($Z_0$). The logarithm of the Bayes factor between the two models are presented in Table 7 for our top 10 ranked players, while the sum of the model likelihoods for all players are shown in the bottom row, alongside the logarithm of the Bayes factor, averaged across all players. Overall, the Gaussian process model is preferred over the constant ability model for most players. Generally speaking, the more innings a player has batted in, the more likely the Gaussian process model will be the preferred model. As our nested sampling scheme is inherently a Monte Carlo process, the estimates for the evidence are not exact. However, the algorithm was run with a large number of particles and MCMC iterations, ensuring our Monte-Carlo related errors are negligible. Assuming efficient MCMC exploration for generating the new points, the standard errors on the log($Z$) estimates due to Monte Carlo are roughly ±0.1 for each player.

Table 7: Evidence for the Gaussian process and constant ability models. The right hand column, the logarithm of the Bayes factor, shows the data generally support the Gaussian process model over the constant ability model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Player</th>
<th>log($Z$)</th>
<th>log($Z_0$)</th>
<th>log($\frac{Z}{Z_0}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>K. Williamson (NZ)</td>
<td>-572.5</td>
<td>-576.0</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>S. Smith (AUS)</td>
<td>-516.4</td>
<td>-520.3</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>V. Kohli (IND)</td>
<td>-613.1</td>
<td>-616.8</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>H. Nicholls (NZ)</td>
<td>-159.2</td>
<td>-161.4</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>C. Pujara (IND)</td>
<td>-522.7</td>
<td>-526.6</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>A. Mathews (SL)</td>
<td>-601.8</td>
<td>-599.3</td>
<td>-2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>D. Warner (AUS)</td>
<td>-647.2</td>
<td>-647.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>R. Taylor (NZ)</td>
<td>-695.0</td>
<td>-701.6</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>J. Root (ENG)</td>
<td>-673.2</td>
<td>-665.7</td>
<td>-7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>T. Latham (NZ)</td>
<td>-346.1</td>
<td>-350.0</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| All players | -146363.6 | -147766.5 | 1.4 |
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6 Concluding remarks and further work

We have presented a novel method of estimating the underlying batting abilities of individual cricket players, and have demonstrated how ability can vary and fluctuate over the course of a playing career. The results provide a more accurate means of quantifying batting ability at any given point of a player’s career, compared with traditional cricket metrics, such as the batting average. There is also evidence to support several of our pre-conceived hunches, namely that the majority of batsmen score more runs when batting in their team’s first innings of a Test match, at a home venue. Additionally, the findings generally support the cricketing concept of ‘finding your feet’, whereby players do not begin their careers batting to the best of their ability. Instead, many players appear to take a number of innings to adjust to the demands of international cricket, before reaching their peak batting ability.

For the majority of players analysed, little evidence was found to support the claim that recent, short-term form has a significant impact when it comes to estimating a player’s current batting ability. Rather, estimates of player batting ability tend to change slowly over time, suggesting a player’s underlying ability is more likely to be affected gradually due to the likes of age, experience and general changes in technique and fitness, rather than jumping erratically from innings-to-innings as a result of recent performances. The findings suggest the effect of recent form should be considered on an individual basis, with some players more influenced by recent performances than others. Often, both domestic and international fans will cite recent good form as a reason to select a particular player, or will use a recent run of poor form as an excuse to drop an incumbent. Of course, if a player’s underlying ability appears to have been on the decline for some time, then there may be a valid reason to consider swinging the selection axe. However, our findings would suggest that selecting players purely on the basis of recent form may be a classic case of falling victim to recency bias, especially if said players do not have a strong career record to fall back upon.

We have also compared the rankings of current Test batsmen using the Gaussian process model, with the more established ICC Test batting rankings and found there to be a reasonable amount of overlap between the two methods. However, the present model has the added advantage of maintaining an intuitive cricketing interpretation by measuring ability in units of a batting average, as opposed to a rating with no meaningful interpretation. This allows for the results of the model to be more easily digested by the likes of coaches and selectors who may lack formal statistical training, but have plenty of experience with batting averages. Furthermore, as the model allows us to make probabilistic statements when comparing the abilities of multiple players, we are easily able to predict and quantify the risks and rewards of selecting one player over another. Consequently, the findings may have practical implications in terms of talent identification and team selection policy.

It is worth acknowledging that we have ignored several important variables, such as the number of balls faced in each innings and the strength of the opposition. Presently, the model treats all runs scored equally, but, finding a way of rewarding batsmen for consistently scoring runs against world-class bowling attacks will further enhance the predictive capabilities of the model.

The natural next step in this field would be to apply the model to the performance of bowlers over time, as well as widening the scope of the model to include one day and even Twenty20 matches. As the present model provides us with estimates of individual batting ability at every point of a player’s career, any model that is applied to bowlers can use these estimates to then account for the strength of the batsmen to whom they bowled.
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